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Abstract

**Objective:** To use Linear Programming (LP) analyses to adapt New Complementary Feeding Guidelines (NCFg) designed for infants aged 6-12 month (m) living in poor socioeconomic circumstances in Bogota to ensure dietary adequacy for young children aged 12-23 m.

**Design:** A secondary data analysis was performed using dietary and anthropometric data collected from 12 m old infants (n=72) participating in a randomised controlled trial. LP analyses were performed to identify nutrients whose requirements were difficult to achieve using local foods as consumed; and to test and compare the NCFg and alternative food-based recommendations (FBRs) on the basis of dietary adequacy, for 11 micronutrients, at the population level.

**Results:** Thiamin recommended nutrient intakes for these young children could not be achieved given local foods as consumed. NCFg focusing only on meat, fruits, vegetables and breast milk ensured dietary adequacy at the population level for only 4 micronutrients, increasing to 8/11 modelled micronutrients when the FBRs promoted legumes, dairy, vitamin-A rich vegetables and chicken giblets. None of the FBRs tested ensured population-level dietary adequacy for thiamine, niacin and iron unless a fortified infant food was recommended.

**Conclusion:** This study demonstrated the value of using LP to adapt NCFg for a different age group than the one for which they were designed. Our analyses suggest that to ensure dietary adequacy for 12-23 m olds these adaptions should include legumes, dairy products, vitamin A rich vegetables, organ meat and a fortified food.
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What is Known/What is New:

What is Known

Complementary feeding diets fed to young children living in low and middle income countries are often low in essential micronutrients because they include a limited number of foods.

A method based on linear programming analyses has been developed to formulate realistic population-specific food-based recommendations for addressing under-nutrition.

What is New

In this study we demonstrate how this method can be used to adapt an existing set of food-based recommendations for 6-12 m old infants in Colombia, for slightly older population (12-23 m old), to ensure dietary adequacy.
Introduction

Adequate nutrition during the first 2 years of life is important to ensure healthy growth and development (1,2). To prevent nutrient deficiencies and their associated negative functional consequences, the Global Strategy for Infant and Young Child Feeding (3) recommends the introduction of a nutritionally adequate and safe complementary feeding diet from 6 m of age, which is high in iron and zinc (1-5). In Colombia, despite efforts to improve infant and young child feeding practices, micronutrient deficiencies have increased (6-8). A possible contributory factor has been the use of complementary feeding guidelines that lack specific advice in terms of food type, preparation and serving size. In response, New Complementary Feeding Guidelines (NCFg) were developed for 6-12 m old infants living in low socio-economic conditions in Bogota, with an emphasis on using locally available, acceptable and affordable foods and red meat, including chicken liver, as a source of iron and zinc (9). These recommendations were shown to be effective for improving feeding practices and infant haemoglobin levels in a randomised control trial (RCT) of infants from 6 to 12 m of age (10). However, questions remain about whether the NCFg would ensure overall dietary adequacy for a slightly older population (12-23 m old).

A novel approach, for developing and testing population-specific food-based recommendations (FBRs) is to use linear programming (LP) analysis (11,12). To facilitate its use, the software programme - Optifood - was recently developed (13), which identifies nutrient gaps that cannot be filled using local foods as currently consumed and objectively identifies optimized combinations of local foods that will meet or come as close as possible to meeting the nutrient needs of a specific target group (13). Thus the aim of this study was to use LP analyses to identify nutrient gaps in local complementary feeding diets (i.e., “problem nutrients”), evaluate the extent to which the recently developed NCFg would ensure dietary adequacy for young children (12-23 m old), and determine how the NCFg could be adapted to
ensure dietary adequacy across this age range (14,15).
Subjects and Methods

Study design

A secondary analysis was performed using dietary and anthropometric data collected from 72 infants aged 12 m old participating in a randomised control trial, in Bogota, Colombia from August 2010 to 2011. Trial design and data collection have been described in detail elsewhere (9). Briefly, full term healthy infants who were part of the growth-monitoring programme in Suba and Fontibon hospitals in Bogota, Colombia (n=85) were purposefully selected to participate in the trial. Dietary intake data were collected via a 24-h recall at the end of the intervention period when the infants were 12 m of age. Mothers described all foods consumed by the infant in the last 24 hours. To estimate food portion sizes, the amount of each food (as tablespoons, cups, etc) was manually converted into grams consumed per day based on standardized measures previously calculated (10). Energy and nutrient intakes were estimated using information on the nutrient content of 208 foods in the Colombian Food Composition Tables, USDA National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference, food labels (infant food) and manufacturers’ information for formula milk (16). Daily breast milk serving sizes were estimated, for each infant, using an algorithm based on published data (17), and taking into account our previous unpublished data and the information recorded in the 24 hour recall on (i) number of breastfeeds/day, (ii) duration of each breast feed, (iii) number of breastfeeds per night and (iv) infant appetite. Nutrient intakes from breast milk were estimated using Colombian Food Composition Table data, assuming 70 Kcal/100ml for energy.

The dietary data and the infants’ mean body weight were used to generate the model parameters for the LP analyses. All LP analyses were performed using the software programme – Optifood (13).
Ethical approval for the RCT was obtained from the research ethics committees at University College London and Pontificia Universidad Javeriana. The trial was registered at http://isrctn.org as ISRCTN57733004.

Data Analyses

Preparation of Optifood model parameters

Dietary data collected from both the intervention and control groups were pooled and used to define the model parameters. This process was justified because the dietary intake data are only used as a guide to define model parameters that reflect feasible practice. From the 105 foods reported in the 24-hour recalls, 2 simplified food lists were created (Supplemental Digital Table 1). In the first, 30 foods were excluded to model 75 foods in the series 1 and 2 analyses; and in the second, the commercial fortified food products consumed by the infants were added to the first food list to model 77 foods. The model constraints, which were used to ensure realistic modelled 7-day diets, were inequality constraints based on the minimum and maximum number of daily servings per week for foods, food groups and food sub-groups consumed by the infants, as well as an equality constraint on the 7-day diet energy content (Supplemental Digital Table 1). Daily servings per week > 7 would mean that at least two different types of foods from that specific food group or sub-group were selected in the modelled 7-day diet.

The main NCFg recommendations, covering the period from 6 to 12 m of age, were 1) feed your infant meat ≥5 d/wk, including red meat (beef, organ meat, especially chicken liver) ≥3 d/wk, 2) continue breastfeeding until 2 y of age, 3) feed your infant fruits and vegetables every day, 4) introduce legumes and eggs at 10 m of age, and 5) feed your infant dairy products from 11 m of age. Thus, for 12 m old infants, the model constraints, for each individual NCFg recommendation tested, were: ≥5 servings/w of meat; ≥3 servings/w of red
meat; ≥1 serving/w of cows’ liver; ≥1 serving/w of chicken giblets (liver and heart), ≥7 servings/w of fruits, ≥7 servings/w of vegetables, ≥2 servings/w of legumes, ≥7 servings/w of eggs and ≥14 servings/w of dairy products. The number of servings/w modelled for legumes, eggs and dairy products corresponded to the reported median number of servings/w consumed by the 12 m old infants in our study.

Linear Programming Analyses

Three series of analyses were performed (Table 1), using the software programme - Optifood (13). In the first series of analyses, the NCFg were evaluated by testing each of its nine individual FBR (see above) and all combinations of these individual FBRs (Module III – worst case scenario analyses) to identify the best combination of individual FBRs for the NCFg. The best combination was defined as the one with the lowest number of combined individual FBRs that, when tested, had the highest number of minimised nutrient values ≥70% of their RNIs.

In the second series of analyses, the “problem nutrients” were identified as those whose requirements could not be met using any realistic combination of foods in a 7-day diet (i.e., Module III – best case scenario analyses). FBRs that would improve the NCFg, for 12-23 m old children, were identified using the food patterns of the Module II – nutritionally best diet (i.e., the diet that came as close as possible to achieving 100% of the RNIs for all nutrients modelled). These FBRs were tested and compared to select the best set of individual FBRs to guide refinements of the NCFg (Module III – worst case scenario analyses).

In the third series of analyses, fortified infant food products were evaluated (Module III; model constraint on fortified products was ≥2 servings/w). These products, which were consumed by the infants in the trial, were commercially available fortified infant cereals and a fortified flour Bienesterina© produced by the Colombian Family Welfare Institute (a mix of
wheat flour, soya flour and skimmed milk powder) (18).

Two sensitivity analyses were also performed to determine whether the results were sensitive to the RNI selected for iron, and the daily amounts of BM modelled. For iron, we changed its WHO/FAO RNI from medium bioavailability (10%) to high bioavailability (15%). For BM, we decreased the amount of BM modelled from 483 g/d to a low BM intake, for a 12-23 m old child, of 175g/d (19).
RESULTS

The Model parameters

Characteristics of infants at 12 m are given in Table 2. The mean body weight of the study population was 8.98 kg resulting in a calculated energy requirement of 741 kcal/d (20) to define the models’ energy constraint (equality constraint). The food list, median daily serving sizes and all food pattern model constraints used in the analyses are shown in online supplementary material (Supplemental Digital Table 2).

Series one analyses: Evaluation of the NCFg for young children aged 12-23m

The NCFg recommendations would ensure dietary adequacy for 12-23 m old children (at the population level) for 7 of the 11 micronutrients modelled but thiamine, niacin, folate and iron remained below 70% RNI (Module III – worst case scenario analyses). Meat and red meat (but not organ meat) appeared to be optional, because excluding them from the NCFg recommendations did not affect the number of micronutrients achieving dietary adequacy (Table 3 and Supplemental Digital Table 3). Eggs and dairy products alone ensured adequacy for 6 of 11 micronutrients.

Series two analyses: The “problem nutrients” and adaption of the NCFg for use in young children aged 12-23m

Problem Nutrients

Thiamine was the only “problem nutrient” for this population of 12 m old children, given that the maximised thiamine content of the diet was only 92% of its RNI in the Module III – best case scenario analyses. For all other nutrients the maximised diets achieved or exceeded 100% of their RNIs.
Based on the nutritionally best diet formulated in Module II, which provided 100% of the RNIs for all nutrients except thiamine, we identified eight key FBRs: 21 servings/w of vegetables of which 14 servings/w are vitamin A rich vegetables; 7 servings/w of vitamin C rich fruit; 7 servings/w of legumes; 4 servings/w of organ meat of which ≥3 servings/w are chicken giblets; 14 servings/w of dairy products of which ≥7 servings/w are cows’ milk.

These eight FBRs were systematically tested (Module III) to identify the best set for improving the NCFg for use in young children. The results showed dietary adequacy was achieved for all nutrients except thiamine, niacin and iron; which remained at less than 50% of their RNIs in all Module III – worst case scenario analyses (Table 4). Of the improved FBRs, chicken giblets (3 servings/w) was the most important FBR for ensuring dietary adequacy at the population level; and when combined with vitamin A-rich vegetables (14 servings/w), legumes (7 servings/w), dairy products (14 servings/w) and milk (7 servings/w) ensured dietary adequacy for at least eight of the 11 micronutrients modelled. The full sets of analyses results are shown in the Supplemental Digital Table 4.

The final set of FBRs selected to include in the NCFg adapted for use in young children was:

- 14 servings/w of vitamin-A rich vegetables;
- 7 servings/w of legumes;
- 14 servings/w of dairy products of which ≥7 servings/w are cow’s milk;
- 3 servings/w of chicken giblets;

This set of FBRs ensured population level dietary adequacy for at least eight nutrients; and the minimised %RNIs for thiamine, niacin and iron were >40%.

Series three analyses: Fortified foods in the FBRs
The commercial fortified foods consumed by 12 m old infants in this study were fortified infant cereals (13% of infants) and fortified flour (7% of infants). The results showed that a set of FBRs that included fortified foods (7 servings/w) accompanied by dairy products, vitamin A-rich vegetables, legumes and organ meat would ensure the daily requirements for all nutrients were met (Table 4; full set of analyses in Supplemental Digital Table 5).

**Sensitivity to BM intake and the RNI selected for iron**

The identification of “problem nutrients” was not sensitive to the amount of breastmilk or iron RNI modelled. Thiamine was consistently the only “problem nutrient” identified for the young children. In contrast, the evaluation of FBRs was sensitive to the model parameters chosen. When the low breastmilk quantity was modelled, zinc and calcium no longer achieved 70% of their RNIs (57% RNI for both calcium and zinc; Module III – worst case scenario analyses) for the best set of FBRs (i.e., VitAv14 - L7 - D14 - M7 - CG3). When high iron bioavailability was modelled, even though iron increased from 40% to 60% of its RNI, it remained below 70% RNI for the same sets of FBRs modelled (shown in Supplemental Digital Tables 6 & 7).
Discussion

This study used LP to provide insights into how to adapt, for children aged 12-23m, existing food-based dietary guidelines, which were developed for 6-12 m old infants living in poor socioeconomic circumstances in Bogota, Colombia. The LP results indicate the adapted NCFg should include dairy and egg products in the set of recommendations to ensure a nutritionally adequate diet for young children aged 12-23 m. Promoting a varied diet that includes organ meat, fruits, vegetables, legumes, eggs and dairy products would ensure adequate intakes (at the population level) for all nutrients expect thiamine, niacin, folate and iron; whereas excluding dairy products or eggs from this set of recommendations would only ensure all children met their requirements for riboflavin and vitamins C, A and B12. The analyses also suggest it would be challenging to ensure population level dietary adequacy for all 11 micronutrients using local foods alone without the inclusion of fortified infant products to provide thiamin, niacin and iron. Niacin is unlikely to be of concern in practice given the conversion of tryptophan to niacin. A conservative approach was used in the selection of the iron RNI (i.e., assumed 10% absorption), which may have under-estimated actual iron absorption when FBRs included daily servings of meat; especially given the RCT results showing increased haemoglobin levels in the NCFg intervention group (9). Red meat is an excellent food source of bioavailable iron (21). Nevertheless, when 15% iron absorption was assumed, it was difficult to ensure dietary iron adequacy unless organ meat (4 servings/w) and vegetables (21 servings/w) were included. The criteria of >70% of the RNI, however, is stringent for iron given the skewed iron requirement distribution for this age group (22).

LP is a powerful approach for objectively identifying nutrients that are likely to be low in local diets (i.e., problem nutrients). In this study, thiamine requirements were not achieved in any modelled diet unless fortified infant products were included in its food list. Thiamine deficiency has not been reported in Colombia, which suggests that children regularly consume
thiamine fortified products. Alternatively, it is possible that thiamine values in the food composition database used were inaccurate or the thiamine status of these 12 m old children is marginal. Mild sub-clinical thiamine deficiency has been reported for Spanish parturient mothers and their newborns (23).

Similar to previous studies (24-27), our analyses highlight the importance of encouraging young children to consume foods from a range of food groups; which in this study included dairy products, meat, fish and eggs, legumes and vegetables. However, to ensure dietary adequacy, FBRs at the food sub-group level were needed, which in this case included milk, vitamin A-rich vegetables and chicken giblets. Young children have high nutrient requirements to support rapid linear growth (28-30); and likely need to consume the most nutrient dense foods within individual food groups to ensure their daily requirements for nutrients are met. The milk serving size modelled was 120g/d; which needs emphasis if this recommendation is promoted, because high cows’ milk consumption (>500 ml/d) is associated with an increased risk of anaemia (31,32).

The LP analysis provided objective evidence for recommending organ meats in the NCFg to improve the nutritional quality of the diets of young children. This result is in line with previous studies showing that organ meat as an early complementary food is associated with improved zinc intake (33) and reduced risk of developing marginal iron status (4). It also showed the advantages of recommending 2 servings per day of vitamin A rich vegetables and a fortified infant product in the NCFg; which both increases the number of nutrients for which population level dietary adequacy is achieved and potentially reduces the number of essential FBRs within the NFCg. Fortified foods such as commercial infant cereals and fortified flour (Bienesterina©) were consumed by infants in this study (i.e., 12.5% and 6.9%, respectively); which suggests a recommendation to feed 12-23 m old children a fortified infant product once
a day might be acceptable and affordable for inclusion in the NCFg. Acceptability trials, however, would need to be carried out to confirm this assumption.

The sensitivity analysis for BM intake showed that reducing the amount of BM modelled had a negative impact on dietary adequacy, in the absence of fortified infant products. The estimated breast milk intake of the infants in our study was similar to that reported by WHO (34). However, the breast feeding practices of infants enrolled in the RCT were not representative of the general population of Bogota, because one of the enrolment criteria was exclusive breastfeeding at 4 months of age. It is therefore likely that the BM consumption of 12-23 m old children in the general population is lower than that of our study population and that advice to continue breastfeeding until 2 y of age in the NCFg, is important for ensuring dietary adequacy for this population. This is in line with WHO/UNICEF infant and child recommendations (2,3).

The most important limitations of this study were the sensitivity of LP to errors in the RNIs and the food composition database, especially for nutrients low in local diets. The analyses showed that >70% of the RNIs for vitamin C and vitamin A were achieved without FBRs, which for vitamin A was surprising given evidence of vitamin A deficiency among infants in Colombia (8,35). This discrepancy could occur if low maternal vitamin A status reduced the vitamin A content of breast milk below that of the breastmilk modelled (36). Another limitation is that FBRs might not be realistic for all children. Thus it is important to test them to ensure they are acceptable to the population.
Conclusion

Optifood is a useful tool that can rapidly and objectively evaluate whether a proposed set of FBRs can ensure dietary adequacy of 11 micronutrients. This study shows how the NCFg would need to be modified for use in young children aged 12-23m to ensure dietary adequacy for most children in the population. Modifying the NCFg to include vitamin-A rich vegetables (14 servings/w), dairy products (14 servings/w) including milk (7 servings/w), legumes (7 servings/w) and chicken giblets (3 servings/w), would likely ensure dietary adequacy for 8 of the 11 micronutrients. However, to ensure dietary adequacy for all 11 micronutrients, a recommendation for one serving per day of a fortified infant product would also have to be included in the NCFg. Ultimately, given the limitations of diet modelling, any modifications to the NCFg should be tested for acceptability, efficacy and safety by evaluating its rate of adoption and effects on biochemical status, growth and health outcomes.
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